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SUMMARY
A flight investigation was undertaken to determine the effect of a
fully controllable thrust reverser on the flight characteristics of a
single-engine jet airplane. Tests were made using a cylindrical target-
type reverser actuated by a hydraulic cylinder through a "beep-type"
cockpit control mounted at the base of the throttle. The thrust reverser
was evaluated as an in-flight decelerating device, as a flight path
control and airspeed control in landing approach_ and as a braking device
during the ground roll.
Full deflection of the reverser for one reverser configuration
resulted in a reverse thrust ratio of as much as 85 percent, which at
maximum engine power corresponded to a reversed thrust of 51OO pounds.
Use of the reverser in landing approach made possible a wide selection
of approach angles_ a large reduction in approach speed at steep approach
angles, improved control of flight path angle, and more accuracy in
hitting a given touchdown point. The use of the reverser as a speed
brake at lower airspeeds was compromised by a longitudinal trim change.
At the lower airspeeds and higher engine powers there was insufficient
elevator power to overcome the nose-down trim change at full reverser
deflection.
INTRODUCTION
Recent experience with landings of jet aircraft has indicated a need
for improved thrust response, particularly where steep approaches are
made at low engine rpm with high-aspect-ratio_ low-drag-type aircraft.
Pilots have tended to compensate for poor thrust response by increasing
approach speeds with a consequent increase in overshoot-type accidents.
One means of improving the thrust response of a jet engine is to use
a fully controllable thrust reverser. The use of in-flight thrust modula-
tion combined with the capability of immediate full reverse thrust after
touchdown offers safer operation_ particularly in poor weather. In
2addition, the thrust reverser by virtue of its ability to change the
effective lift-drag ratio of an airplane cln be used as a glide path
control as well as a speed brake.
The feasibility of several thrust reversing principles has been
demonstrated with aircraft during taxi tests (refs. i and 2). The
results of an earlier attempt to use in-flight thrust modulation are
given in reference 3. In order to investigate further the in-flight and
ground use of a fully modulating thrust reverser, the AmesResearch Center
installed a reverser on a modified F-94C airplane. The reverser was of
the cylindrical target type, actuated hydr_ulically, and controlled by
meansof a "beep switch" mountedon the throttle. The geometric details
for size and spacing relative to the engine tail pipe were obtained from
small-scale tests with unheated air conducted at the Lewis Research
Center (ref. 4).
Tests were madefor the most part in the landing-approach configura-
tion at speeds below 200 knots. Measurementswere madeto document the
effect of the reverser on glide path contr_l, landing performance, and
low-speed flying qualities. The effect of pilot technique on the
operational use of the reverser is included herein. In addition, a
16ramsound film describing the construction, ground testing, and flight














engine gross thrust, Ib
altitude, ft
engine speed, percent rpm
indicated airspeed, knots
airplane gross weight, ib
angle of attack, deg
flight path angle, positive for descending flight, deg
elevator deflection angle, positive for upward deflection, deg




throttle position for given engine speed, percent rpm
reverser effectiveness_ percent of forward gross thrust
airplane attitude angle, deg
DESCRIPTIONOFEQUIPMENT
Airplane
The installation of the reverser was madeon an F-94C airplane.
A two-view drawing of the test airplane is shownin figure i. Pertinent
dimensions of the airplane are given in table I. A general view of the
airplane is given in figure 2. Removalof the afterburner facilitated
reverser installation and in addition reduced any center-of-gravity shift.
Reverser
The reverser was of the cylindrical target type and is shownin a
close-up view in figure 3. A drawing giving pertinent dimensions is
presented in figure 4. Various reverser end plates tested are shown in
figure 5. The relationship between angular deflection and actuator
travel is shownin figure 6. Materials for the reverser consisted of
Hastalloy B for the reverser faces and stiffening ribs, stainless steel
type 321 for cover plates, and 4130 steel for the tubular structure used
to transmit loads from the reverser to the rear fuselage bulkhead. A
thin stainless steel doubler wasused to cover 2024-T al_ninum fuselage
skin in areas subjected to high temperature during operation in reverse
thrust. The reverser was positioned 8.5 inches downstreamof the plane
of the tail-pipe exit giving a spacing ratio (length/tail-pipe diameter)
of 0.39. The reverser was actuated by a hydraulic cylinder mounted in
an enclosed compartment in the lower portion of the fuselage, l Connection
to the reverser was madeby stainless steel rods attached to the lower
part of the reverser by rod end spherical bearings. Positioning of the
reverser was controlled from the cockpit by meansof a toggle switch at
the base of the throttle which formerly had been used for the speed brake
control. This beep-type control supplied electrical signals to a four-
way valve which permitted continuous adjustment of the reverser position.
!A schematic diagram of the hydraulic system is shownin figure 7.
Tworates of actuation could be selected by the pilot: a fast rate of
4.0 seconds to go from full forward thrust to full reverse thrust and
2.5 to recover full forward thrust; and a slower rate of i0 seconds for
full travel for finer control.
4Several safety features were incorpor_Lted, amongthem an accumulator
system designed to provide safe operation Ln the event of a hydraulic or
electrical failure. A microswiteh was used to prevent reverser deflections
greater than approximately 0.6 which cause large longitudinal trim changes
at low speeds. This switch could be bypas;ed for higher speed flight
where it was desired to use the reverser as a speed brake. Upon ground
contact a microswitch on the landing gear _llowed full deflection of the
reverser for maximum braking effectiveness. In order to avoid possible
structural failure to the fuselage skin du._ to overheating a light was
installed in the cockpit to warn the pilot not to apply full engine power
unless the reverser was fully deflected.
Instrumentation
Standard NASA instruments were used to record airspeed, altitude,
rates of roll and pitch, accelerations, an_le of attack, and control
positions and forces. Temperatures were _asured in 15 locations on the
fuselage and tail surfaces. These tempera;ure values were used only as
a monitor for safety of flight and are not reported in detail herein.
TESTS
Thrust reverser effectiveness was mea;ured in flight over a range
of airspeeds and engine power settings which would be useful to a pilot
making landing approaches. The airspeed r mge covered was 130, 150,
and 170 knots indicated airspeed at engine speeds of 65-, 75-, and
85-percent rpm, with the airplane in the l mding configuration. Effec-
tiveness was measured in flight up to a maximum engine speed of
85-percent rpm.
Effectiveness tests were conducted at an average altitude of iO,000
feet. With engine speed constant at 65-, 15-, or 85-percent rpm, the
reverser doors were brought from full forw_rd to full reverse position
in small increments while indicated airspe,_dwas held constant. Measure-
ments of the change in flight path angle o_tained in deflecting the
reverser from the full forward thrust position were used to determine
the effectiveness for a particular indicat,_d airspeed and engine rpm
(see appendix A).
For the flight measurements of effecti_veness the average wing loading
and center-of-gravity location were 70 po_ids per square foot and 0.30 mean
aerodynamic chord, respectively. For approach and landing the wing loading
was 65 pounds per square foot. The data presented in the figures are for
the landing condition with the flap and ge_r down.
RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Operational Use of Thrust Reverser
A fully controllable thrust reverser can be used as a drag device
for decelerating and for emergency letdown in cruising flight, for flight
path control during landing approach_ and as a decelerating device on the
ground either after touchdown or in the event of a refused take-off. In
the present investigation, use in the landing approach is considered in
the most detail.
Landing-approach procedure with reverser.- The manner in which thrust
is used in landing approach depends on the type of approach pattern and
the pilot control technique. As discussed more completely in reference 5,
two general types of patterns are used: the constant speed, constant
flight path angle approach (carrier, ILS, GCA types), and the tactical
approach in which neither speed nor flight path angle is held constant.
Control technique is the manner in which the pilot uses thrust and
elevator variations to control flight path angle and/or airspeed. The
use of thrust as the primary flight path control has generally been
associated with the constant speed, constant flight path angle type
approach, particularly the carrier approach, and with airplanes having
low lift-drag ratios. Elevator control of flight path is most generally
associated with the tactical approach and with aircraft having high lift-
drag ratios. Under these conditions thrust is used for airspeed control.
When the thrust reverser is used for flight path control, engine rpm
is maintained constant at 85 percent (slightly more than power for level
flight in the final approach speed). The reverser is deflected to
decelerate first to the gear and flap down speeds and then to the desired
approach speed, for example, 140 knots. With the airplane trimmed at the
approach speed, flight path adjustments are made by positioning the
reverser; the flight path and airspeed are maintained constant until
touchdown. When the reverser is used for speed control_ the initial
procedure for decelerating to gear down speed is similar to that previously
described; however, faster approach speeds are used (150-170 knots) and
the airplane is aimed at a point short of the intended touchdown point, and
the elevator is used to control flight path and flare. Upon completion
of the flare, reverser deflection is increased and airspeed is reduced to
touchdown at the desired speed (approximately 130 knots).
Use of reverser for flight path control.- Several factors enhanced
the use of the reverser for flight path control during landing approach.
These were an increase in the usable range of approach angles for a given
approach speed, increased thrust response, and the presence of a favorable
nose-down trim change when forward thrust was decreased by reverser
deflection.
6The flig_it path angle as a fuIletion of thrust obtained by reverser
deflection or throttle movement for a constant airspeed is presented in
figure $. Indicated on the figure are the llaximum usable flight path
angles in landing approaches with reverser _md throttle. Note that the
range of approach angles with the reverser :.s increased 2.5-fold over
that obtained with the throttle.
Although flight path angles considerably greater than 4° are possible
with idle engine thrust (up to 12°), this ilcreased range of flight path
angles was not usable in landing approach b_cause of the poor engine
response in the lower rpm range. A time hi_tory comparing thrust response
for reverser and throttle operation is presented in figure 9. The
increased response shown for the reverser m_de it possible to adjust
flight path angle more rapidly and accurately and thus utilize a larger
range of flight path angles.
Values of flight path angle greater than i0 ° were obtainable with
the reverser but were not useful in landin_ approach primarily because
of an increased nose-down trim change induced by reverser deflection.
An example of a typical variation in trim is shown in figure i0 in which
elevator angle to maintain a constant airsleed is plotted as a function
of reverser deflection. It can be noted tkat the rate of cha_ge of'
elevator angle with reverser deflection increased with the reverser
deflection. The lower range of reverser dcflection_ up to 0.5, was
considered by the pilots to be a region of favorable nose-down trim
change, where the elevator movements and a_sociated control forces were
small. At the higher reverser deflections elevator control power was
marginal and the trim change was therefore considered unacceptable.
BECaUSe the longitudinal trim change becam( excessive at the higher
reverser deflection, 0.6 deflection was th(: maximum which could be used
in is_iding approach.
Normally, pilots who use thrust for f_.ight path control will tend to
rely on elevator control for making final _djustments to the flight path
prior to touchdown or for the flare maneuv,._r. The magnitude and rapidity
with which flight path changes could be male with the reverser rminimized
the need to use the elevator for other tha:_,speed control and thus
simplified control technique.
Use of reverser for speed control in Landing approach.- In the
standard tactical type approach _ithout :_ reverser_ speed is gr:_dually
reduced from _ relatively high pattern penetration speed (bOO knots) to
that used mt touchdo<._ by means of speed %rakes and low engine po,.er.
As '_ result_ the _S_r!)l_ne '_rrives at the fL'.._re _'_'-po<,loio_t with low engine
po_.er ,.<nd consequently poor response in _ region 'Jnere thrust mdjustr:!e_'.ts
may be required to o_ssist the flare or stzetch the 61ide. The tendency
}_as been for pilots to compen_:&_e for _rr_z engine response by incre&_sing
appro'_:_ch speed; this de_'reases their <_bil_ty to control the touchdowK
point _ud the touchdo_ speed.
For the reverser to be most effective as a speed control device in
landing approach, increased reverser deflection should result in a nose-up
trim change with a negligible change in flight path angle. This type of
trim variation was obtained for only one reverser configuration (fig. ll)
and over a restricted deflection range (0.4 to 0.6). Use of the reverser
in this range madeit possible to reduce relatively high approach speeds
(170 knots) to acceptable values (130 knots) at touchdown. Floating
tendencies were reduced and improved control over touchdown point was
obtained. While the pilots felt that more thrust reduction could have
been used, the rate of speed bleed-off with the reverser deflection of
0.60 and 85-percent rpm was beginning to force the pilot to monitor
airspeed more closely prior to touchdown.
With the trim characteristics which were previously pointed out to
be favorable for flight path control (see fig. i0) the reverser could
still be used for speed control. To reduce speed at a constant fli_it
path angle it was necessary to increase elevator deflection above that
required to offset the nose-downtrim change which occurred with increased
reverser deflection. In landing approaches where speed corrections with
the reverser are madearound a constant approach speed which is being
maintained with the elevator, this coordination was handled satisfactorily.
In tactical approaches where airspeed is reduced continuously throughout
the approach, and the elevator is already used to control flight path,
the combined use of elevator and reverser for speed control becomesmore
difficult. This emphasizes the fact that changes in trim with thrust
influence pilot control technique.
The advantages of reverser control over throttle control were found
to be more pronounced the larger the corrections required in either
flight path angle or airspeed. This was brought out in GCA, ILS, and
mirror approaches in which the glide path was intercepted with 15 knots
excess airspeed. Whenthe reverser was used, the airspeed was reduced
from 155 knots to 140 knots quite rapidly, leaving the pilot free to
devote his attention to other tasks during the rest of the approach.
Whenthe throttle was used, particularly in mirror and ILS approaches
where the time is shorter, it was necessary to retard the throttle to
idle to decelerate to 140 knots prior to touchdown. Because of the poor
thrust response in the low engine rpm range, the pilot was reluctant
to do this; consequently, touchdown was madeat a higher speed than
desired and an undue amount of pilot attention was required to monitor
airspeed during the long speed transition period.
Several of the points which have been discussed in the comparisons
of the use of throttle and of reverser during the landing approach are
shownin time histories (fig. 12) in which normal throttle control and
reverser were used in an attempt to establish and fly an 8° approach at
140 knots. As maybe seen in figure 12(b), the throttle was retarded
too slowly to keep airspeed from increasing. The speed increase was
checked at 150 knots, however_ and a further throttle cut was madeto
idle rpm in order to reduce airspeed toward the desired 140 knots at
about 400 feet altitude, s The throttle was then advanced to increase the
engine speed to approximately 60 percent; t_e airspeed increased to
slightly in excess of 140 knots and variatiDns in flight path angle of
+_2° occurred.
Whenthe reverser was used_ flight path angle was increased more
rapidly to 8° by increasing the reverser deflection from 0.40 to 0.48.
As speed was high (145 knots) at the start of the run, the elevator was
used to reduce it to 140 knots. At 140 kncts reverser deflection was
decreased in conjunction with a decrease in angle of attack to stabilize
speed at 140 knots while maintaining the 8c approach. Abrupt jogs in
elevator position were associated with the trim change with reverser
deflection. The reverser configuration used has the trim characteristics
sho_1 in figure ii and required considerably use of the elevator. Even
with these trim characteristics_ improvements in the cQntrol of both
flight path angle and airspeed maybe note_.
Effect of reverser on approach speed.- As indicated previously, thrust
response was one of the factors influencin_ the choice or minimum comfort-
able approach speed. It would be expected that in regions where thrust
response of the reverser ,_as greater than that of the throttle, reductions
in approach speed would occur. _l_is was fcund to be the case as indicated
by figure 13 which was based on actual landing approaches. It can be seen
that the magnitude of the reduction in approach speed varied with the
steepness of the flight path angle since steeper approach angles require
6reater reductions in engine thrust with rcsultant poorer engine thrust
response. Normally, _y increase in approsch angle will be accompanied
by some increase in approach speed in orde_ to maintain a safe margin
for flare. It is seen, however, that with the reverser it was possible
to approach at _gles up to i0 ° with only _mall increases in approach
speed. _lis was possible at the steeper ar gles only because the thrust
could be rapidly increased to prevent exce_ sire speed loss in the flare.
Such steep approaches were not considered _ossible by the pilots without
the rapid thrust control provided by the r( verser. For low approach
angles where engine thrust is at a high enc ugh value to give satisfactory
thrust response, no reductions in approach speed were realized.
Effect of reverser on wave-off.- One <f the most impressive improve-
meRts through the use of the thrust revers(r was in wave-off. As noted
previously_ power slightly in excess of that required f'or level fli!S_t was
set i_i:tially during the approach a_d the J_lig_N_ p_th angle desired for
des_eJ: : _._::_c:_dju_ted by tke thrust re_er:_e_'. In the _,_'e_itof a ,,,_,_--off,
power R,r _kvel flight ca_ be obt_inea i_ _ seco_d. By virtue of the fact
theft t}_e engi_e is already at a high enou@J speed to proride rapid accel-
er_rtion characteristics_ full forward %_ ru_t can be obtained in but
sir the airspeed had been reduc_d _oo _!%r at this altitude the airplane
could have _u_dershot the r_,ay oecause _ _'apid increase in thrust was
impossible.
9slightly over i second. In addition, the airplane by virtue of the trim
change immediately rotates toward the optimum climb-out angle with
minimum use of the elevator. This simplified considerably the pilot's
task during wave-off and reduced the chance of inadvertently exceeding
the angle of attack for stall. While acceptable trim change character-
istics existed only during a portion of the deflection range of the
reverser, they fortuitously generally coincided with the range used
during a normal landing approach. In the pilots' opinion the wave-off
characteristics were improved as a result.
Use of reverser for in-flight deceleration and emergency descent.-
Two uses of the thrust reverser are in-flight deceleration (holding
altitude constant) from cruise or high-speed flight and emergency descent
to lose altitude rapidly without exceeding an airspeed limit. Tests were
made comparing deceleration characteristics between a throttle cut and
reverser deflection starting from a speed of 300 knots. These data
indicate that deceleration is increased from 2.5 knots per second when
the throttle is used to 7.5 knots per second when the reverser and
89-percent engine rpm are used. Formation flights with an airplane of
similar gross weight with aerodynamic speed brakes were made to evaluate
the relative merits of the reverser and speed brakes at a speed of
200 knots. At this speed reverser effectiveness equal to the speed
brakes was obtained at a reverser deflection of 0.6 and 85-percent
engine rpm.
Simulated emergency descents were made from 26,000 to 15,000 feet
using idle power with no reverser and full reverse thrust at an airspeed
limit of 250 knots. It took 76 seconds to lose altitude using the
reverser and 233 seconds using the throttle.
Ground operation.- The majority of touchdowns were made with
engine rpm at 85 percent and with the reverser deflected approximately
0.4. As soon as all three wheels were on the runway the reverser was
fully deflected and then engine rpm was increased to i00 percent. A
typical time history is shown in figure 14. About 0.3g deceleration
was obtained without using wheel brakes from touchdown speed to a speed
of 50 knots where forward thrust and idle power were selected. Slower
speeds under full reverse thrust operation were not used in order to
avoid the possibility of exceeding maximum allowable skin temperatures
over the rear fuselage area. Using the reverser in this manner reduced
the landing roll to approximately one half of that for wheel brakes.
The light airplane buffet and moderate elevator buffet which occurred
with full reverse thrust as speed decreased was not considered objection-
able. During the landing rollout there was no difficulty in maintaining
a straight path even in a substantial cross wind. The nose-down trim
change previously mentioned was present on the ground, loading the nose
i0
wheel. The nose-down load which was not considered detrimental decreased
as speed was reduced. The reverser confi_[ration which produced a nose-
up tendency in flight in the intermediate ,_eflection range, also tended
to lift the nose wheel off the runway. Th:.s undesirable characteristic
was noticeable only whenthe reverser was deflected at the higher engine
powers above 85-percent rpm.
The pilots experimented with the use of reverse thrust during
taxiing. It was felt to be practical only for an emergency (icy taxiway
or loss of wheel brakes) because of the hi_ engine rpm required.
Refused rake-offs were made at speeds up to 120 knots. A short
time was required (reverser going from full_ open to full closed in
4 seconds) to obtain full reverse thrust dle to the fact that engine rpm
did not have to be reduced. Even more rap:.d actuation would have been
desirable under this condition of refused _:ake-off.
Effect of type of cockpit reverser control.- For reasons of simplicity
the initial flight tests were conducted with a beep-type control since it
was felt that such a system would be enti_,'ly compatible with the pilots
present use of speed brakes as a speed control device. With the use of
beep-type control for flight path control _wo rates of actuation were
required: a slow rate (lO sec for full tr_vel) for precision control
and a fast rate (2.5 sec) for emergency, d lring wave-off, or when maximum
reverse thrust was required during ground operation. Little opportunity
was afforded to investigate a variety of actuating speeds during this
initial evaluation; however, the slow rate was generally adequate for
controlling flight path angle although the_e was some tendency to over-
control during attempts to establish a pre:ise angle of approach. Either
a slower rate or a proportional type cont_:_l would have been more desir-
able under these conditions. For wave-off a rate of 2.5 seconds for full
travel was satisfactory but does not represent the maximum rate that the
pilot could utilize assuming that trim ch_iges remain within satisfactory
limits.
Though the pilots found that the fast rate was desirable in producing
rapid speed changes, they found it difficult to return the reverser to the
correct setting for a given approach speed. In spite of the foregoing,
the over-all response in terms of ability so change airplane speed and
flight path were so much improved over the use of throttle alone that the
pilots accepted the overcontrolling withou_ serious objection. The
accumulator button placed on top of the control stick was originally con-
sidered as an emergency device; however, the increased response available
together with the simplicity of the device caused it to become the primary
wave-off control. The reverser position i::dicator was useful as a
reference for making deflection changes anl in avoiding the high reverser
deflections with the accompanying severe trim change.
ii
Whenthe reverser was used for maximumbraking during the ground
roll, the reverser control was held back to change reverser position
from that used in the approach (approximately 0.4) to full reverse and
then the throttle was movedforward to change rpm from 8_ percent, used
in the approach, to lO0 percent for maximumreverse thrust. This change
in direction of control was considered awkwardto makeand therefore
unsatisfactory for operational use.
From the experience gained with the beep-type control it was the
pilots' opinion that this type of control would be satisfactory if the
reverser were used only as a replacement for speed brakes, but the
broader possibility of its use for flight path control would indicate
that someform of a proportional type control would be more desirable.
Such a control would overcomemost of the shortcomings noted with the
beep control. First of all vernier type control would be available
through minute deflections of the control lever while maximumrates could
still be obtained through large momentarydeflections of the control.
In addition, a single lever proportional type control could be designed
so that the proper sense of motion is retained. For example, the control
would always provide increasing thrust whenmovedforward and decreasing
thrust whenmovedaft.
Requirements for ideal reverser.- From the discussion on the oper-
ational uses of the reverser it may be concluded that the _deal reverser
should be such that if the pilot chose to use the reverser exclusively
for flight path control, deflection of the reverser would produce only
a change in flight path angle with a negligible change in airspeed. On
the other hand, if the airplane were on the desired flight path but at
an airspeed other than that desired_ reverser deflection would change
only airspeed. Obviously, these two conditions are not compatible with
a simple system and a choice must be made. From the experience gained
in these tests it is felt that it would be preferable to have the
reverser supply the proper trim variation for flight path control,
thereby compromising its use as a pure speed control. Included in this
ideal reverser system would be a reverser cockpit control integrated
_th the throttle such that forward throttle motion would decrease reverse
thrust at a constant engine rpm as desired.
It should be noted that in the design of a reverser for satisfactory
flight path control, it appears desirable to provide a mild nose-dowm
moment with increasing reverser deflection so that the airplane rotates
toward a steeper flight path angle to correspond to a reduction in thrust.
Thus the pilot would be given an immediate indication of the direction
of the flight path angle change; however, the proper elevator control
input must be supplied to maintain airspeed constant. Because of the
complex flow field produced by the reverser in the vicinity of the hori-
zontal tail, it is not likely that one reverser configuration could be
designed to produce a flight path angle change with only a negligible
airspeed change under various engine thrust values and over a large
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airspeed range. It is felt, however, that if the longitudinal trim change
induced by reverser deflection is in a nos,:-downdirection with decreasing
thrust, is linear over the reverser deflec°;ion range, and is of small
enough magnitude to be well within the elevator control power, satisfatory
operational flight path control will resul-_.
Effect of Reverser on Aerodynsmlic Characteristics
Trim change.- The large longitudinal _rim change at the larger
reverser deflections was the most serious _erodynamic problem arising
during the program. Unpublished wind-tunnel data indicate that the
trim change is associated with an increase in upwash at the horizontal
tail due to the blocking action of the reverser. The trim change was
more severe at lower airspeeds and higher engine thrust as shown by the
data in figures i0 and ii. It can be noted in general that the trim
change was reduced somewhat at the full reverse position. Even at full
reverse the trim cha_ige increased considerably with engine rpm (fig. 15).
Tuft studies of the rear fuselage area dis _.losed that the largest trim
change corresponded to the greatest amount of flow attachment to the
fuselage in the area ahead of the reverser. One method tested to
alleviate the trim change was to vary the end plate size and shape since
the results in reference 3 indicated these changes would vary the exhaust
gas flow angle and velocity distribution. The results of the test are
summarized in figure 16. In general, these data indicate that the trim
change below 0.6 reverser deflection is changed very little by end plate
geometry. In contrast, changing the amount of top and bottom cover
plate area caused a considerable variation in trim change below 0.6
deflection as shown in figure 17. It should be noted, however, that
although the trim change was reduced in the reverser range below 0.6,
the inflections in the curves around 0.4 deflection were disconcerting
to the pilot.
Lateral-directional characteristics.- In order to investigate for
possible deterioration in the lateral-directional stability caused by
the reverser the damping was measured at three airspeeds. Although the
damping was slightly less at the lower airspeeds, there appeared to be
no marked effect of the reverser on the dsmping for the range of reverser
positions tested. In steady sideslip tests there appeared to be no
effect of reverse thrust on the directionsl stability over the speed
range from 130 to 170 knots. The pitehin_ moment due to sideslip was
not affected appreciably by reverser deflection.
Stalling and minimum speed.- In genelal there was no effect of the
reverser on the airplane motions at the stall. Because of the increasing
amounts of up-elevator deflection require@ for trim with increasing
reverser deflection, the minimum speed (determined by maximum up-elevator
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deflection) is increased. The reduction in available control was not
particularly bothersome to the pilot in landing approach since the flight
path response with the reverser was considered excellent.
Effect of Reverser on Miscellaneous Characteristics
Reverse thrust.- A comparison of reverse thrust effectiveness for
static_ in-flight, and small-scale cold air tests is shown in figure 18.
The results shown in figure 19 for various end plates indicate that
reducing the end plates to one-half normal size reduced the maximum
reverse effectiveness approximately 25 percent 3 while doubling the end
plate size over normal resulted in further reductions in effectiveness.
It is believed that with the larger end plates the flow was turned more
directly into the blunt rear-fuselage fairing which forced flow out the
top and bottom of the reverser. Installing top and bottom cover plates
resulted in reverser effectiveness as hig_ as 85 percent at maximum
deflection as shown in figure 20. This produced a reverse thrust of
5100 pounds. It should be noted that since increases in reverse thrust
effectiveness_ such as that provided by the top and bottom cover plates_
resulted in a more pronounced nose-down trim change (fig. 17), the flight
evaluation tests were conducted with a reverser configuration which pro-
duced a reverser effectiveness of 60 percent. The data in figure 21
show the effect of engine rpm on reverse thrust effectiveness. The
increase in effectiveness with increase in rpm is believed to result from
a greater turning tendency due to flow attachment to the rear fuselage
areas. A similar effect was noted in the small-scale tests of reference 3.
Installation of the reverser had no effect on maximum forward thrust nor
was there any significant increase in tail-pipe temperature with increase
in reverser deflection.
Buffet.- Buffet induced by the reversed exhaust gases was a mild
shaking of the airplane and elevator and rudder controls in flight,
increasing to moderate amplitude shaking during ground rolls with maximum
reverse thrust. No evidence of large amplitude cyclic buffeting of the
airplane was found over the speed range tested. It is felt that with an
aft location of the reverser such as that used on the test airplane,
buffeting effects would be minimized compared to a reverser location on
wing pods or to a reversible propeller system. Buffeting was most intense
in the intermediate reverser deflection range where tuft pictures showed
attachment of exhaust flow to the fuselage skin ahead of the reverser.
Temperature.- Temperature measurements over the rear fuselage area
and tail surfaces disclosed that the bluff area immediately ahead of the
reverser experienced the greatest temperature rise. A maximum temperature
of ii00 ° F was measured in this area during ground roll at maximum reverse
thrust. No increase in temperature was measured on the tail surfaces
during flight nor was any reduction in d_lamic pressure at the tail
measured. During the ground roll at maximum reverse thrust the maximum
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temperature measured on the lower surface cf the inboard portion of the
elevator was 125 ° F. It is noteworthy thai the maximum fuselage skin
temperatures were less at full reverser deilection where the flow was
directed more outboard. There appeared to be no increase in engine
inlet temperature down to the lowest test speed of 50 knots. The engine
inlet was 31 feet ahead of the reverser.
Structural skin failures.- Structural skin failures occurred on the
rear portion of the fuselage during the eaIly part of the program. For
the most part these failures were confined to cracks emanating from rivet
joints in the areas of direct impingement cf the reversed exhaust gases.
In one case a 5-inch diameter hole was burred in the rear fuselage 2024-T
aluminum skin 18 inches ahead of the reverser during a ground roll. In
this case maximum engine thrust had been iradvertently applied with the
reverser at 0.6 of maximum reverser deflection. In these critical areas
a thin doubler skin of stainless steel eliminated additional structural
difficulties.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are based o_ the investigation of a modu-
lating thrust reverser on the F-94C airpla_ e.
i. Use of the reverser in the landing] approach resulted in improved
control over a relatively large range of flight path angles for a given
approach speed. Large reductions in approach speed were realized when
the reverser rather that the throttle was _sed in executing steep
approaches.
2. Improved control of flight path a_ gle was made possible by the
rapidity with which large thrust changes cc_uld be made with the reverser;
this improvement resulted in increased acc_iracy in selecting the touch-
do_u_ point in both carrier and tactical ty])e approaches. Some of the
improved flight path control resulted from a nose-do_m_ trim change <ith
decreasing forward thrust induced by the r_verser.
3. The nose-down trim change induced by the reverser compromised
the use of the reverser for speed control :n landing approach. The use
of full reverser deflection with maxim_ml e_gine power for deceleration
at high speeds or as an emergency let-do,_n deviate was considered practical
due to a smaller trim change.
4. t_he rate of change of elevator all_!e ,rith reverser deflection
increased _,_th increases in reverser defle _tion at a given airspeed. At
the lower airspeeds and hig_er engine po,{e :s there _{as insufficient
elevator power to overcome the nose-do'_a_ t _J.m change which occurred at
the hig_ler values of reverser deflection.
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5. The wave-off characteristics of the airplane were improved by
the rapid thrust response and nose-up trim change produced by reverser
retraction.
6. Deceleration values of approximately 0.3g were obtained with
full reverse thrust during the landing roll_ resulting in reductions in
landing roll of the order of one-half that for brakes alone.
7. Changing end plate geometry on the reverser had little effect
on the nose-down longitudinal trim change. Removing the cover plate
above the reverser had the effect of inducing a nose-up trim change with
increasing reverser deflection over the intermediate reverser position
range.
8. There were no marked changes in the lateral-directional dynamic
stability characteristics, the static directional stability, or the
stalling behavior due to use of the reverser.
9. Full deflection of the reverser resulted in a reverse thrust
ratio of as much as 85 percent for one reverser configuration, thus
producing a maximum reversed thrust of 5100 pounds. A change in end
plate size or top and bottom cover plates had a powerful effect on the
magnitude of reverse thrust.
lO. The reversed flow resulted in mild buffet of the airplane and
controls.
ii. Structural heating effects of the blunt rear fuselage fairing
restricted reverser use at full engine power to speeds greater than
50 knots. There was no increase in engine inlet temperature down to the
lowest test speed of 50 knots when full reverse thrust was used.
12. The beep-type control employed in these tests was satisfactory
for research purposes, but several limitations were noted which indicated
that a proportional type control would be desirable for operational use.
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, Calif., Jan. 27, 1959
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APPENDIX A
THRUST REVERSER EFFECTIVENESS MEASURED IN FLIGHT
Flight path angle, 7, was obtained by the accelerometer method:
sin 7 = Azsin _ - Azcos
Increase in effective drag, f_D, assuming no change in engine output and
airspeed, was detel_nined for the full range of reverser deflections:





gross weight of the airplane, ib
sine of flight path angle for some reverser position
sine of flight path angle for ful] forward thrust
rZarust reverser effectiveness, Nrev, in percent of forward gross thrust,
assuming no chmlges in engine output due t( reverser deflection, _id
constant airspeed:
Nrev =




FG gross thrust_ ib
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TABLE I.- DIMENSIONS OF _',ST AIRPLANE
Wing
Total wing area, sq ft ................... 232.8
Span, ft .......................... 42.58
Aspect ratio ........................ 6. i
Mean aerodynamic chord, in ................. 80.6
Leading-edge sweepback ................... 9°18 '
Fuselage
Length, ft ......................... 44.72
Depth (max.), in ...................... 56
Width (max.), in ...................... 56
Horizontal tail
Area, sq ft (total) .................... 59.5
Elevator, sq £t ...................... 7.81
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Figure l.- Two-view drawing of test airplane.





















(b) Full reverse thrust position.
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(b) Throttle only.
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Figure i0.- Variation of 5e required with reverser deflection at
various constant values of airspeed. Reduced end plate.
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Thrust reverser position, _rev
Figure Ii.- Variatiom of 5e with 5re v for various engine speeds with
mormal bottom cover and reduced top cover plates; Vi = 150 Knots.
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(a) Thrust _everser only.
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Figure 14.- Time history of landing deceleration using thrust reversal
after touchdown on the runway. Touchdown point at time = O.
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Engine speed, percent
Figure 15.- Variation of $e with engine speed at full reverser
deflection. No top cover; reduced bottom cover; Vi = 150 knots.
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0 Reduced end plates, 170 k
.- [] Reduced end plates, 150 k
4_ Normal end plates, 150 k
24 ,_ Increased end plates, 150 k
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reM
(a) N = 65 perce_it.
Figure 16.- Variation of elevator angle _th reverser position for







0 Reduced end plates, 170k /#_,,Max. 8e
[] Reduced end plates_ 150k __ \
O Normal end plate, 150k _,_
32 A Increased end plates, 150k \-_
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(a) Normal top and bottom plates installed.
Figure 17.- Effect of cover plates on trCm with normal end plates for
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0 Thrust stand (static)
_, V i = 150 knots , flaps
and gear down
.... Small scale tests,
ref. 3
-8O
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
Thrust reverser position
rev
Figure 18.- Variation of reverse thrust rstio with reverser position.
Normal end plates and mormal bottom co_er plate; reduced top
cover plate.
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I00 • _ 0 Reduced end plates
80 \ [] Normal end plates














0 .2 .4 .6 .8 l.O
Thrust reverser position, 8
rev
Figure 19.- Variation of reverse thrust ratio with reverser position for
various end plates. Reduced top amd bottom cover plates; Vi = 150 knots;



































Figure 20.- Variation of reverse thrust rat:.o with reverser position with
increased top and bottom cover plates, i_ormal end plates;
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0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
Thrust reverser position,
rev
Figure 21.- Variation o£ reverse thrust ratio with reverser position
measured on thrust stand for various engine rpm. Normal bottom
cover plate; reduced top cover plate.
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